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Introduction
Let (E 2n , a) be a real 2n-dimensional symplectic vector space with symplectic form a, i.e., a is a nondegenerate skew-symmetric bilinear form on E. Then an n-dimensional subspace λ of E will be called a Lagrangean subspace if a lλ = 0 holds. The set Λ(E) of all Lagrangean subspaces of (E 2n , a) has a structure of n(n + l)-dimensional compact connected regular algebraic variety. If we put A\λ): = [μ 6 Λ(E) I dim (λ Π μ) = k} for λ £ Λ(E), then Λ°U) is a cell (i.e., diίϊeomorphic to ir (n+1)/2 ) for any λ e Λ(E). Moreover Σ tf): = |J*2>i Λ*W) is an algebraic subvariety of Λ(E), and defines an oriented cycle of codimension one, whose Poincare dual is a generator of H ι (Λ(E), Z) = Z and defines the Maslov-Arnold index [1] , [3] , [4] . This index plays an important role in the proof of Morse index theorem in the calculus of variations [4] . In the present note, we shall give a differential geometric characterization of 2 U)> i ^ ? by introducing an appropriate riemannian metric on Λ{E) we shall show that 2 (λ) is the cut locus of some μ e Λ(E) and Λ°(X) is the interior set of μ. In fact, take a basis {e u f ά ] (1 < /, / < ή) of E such that a(e ί9 βj) = a(fi, fj) = 0 and a(e u j 3 ) = -δ^. Then with respect to this basis (E, a) may be identified with (R 2n , a 0 ), where R 2n = {(p, q) \ p, q e R n } is 2n-dimensional euclidean space with the canonical inner product <( , >, and a o ((p, q) , (p\ q')): = (q, p'y -</?, q'y. We put ^0: = {(p,0)|p e R n } and μ 0 : = {(0, q)\qe R n } which are of course Lagrangean subspaces. Then the (real representation of) unitary group U(n) naturally acts on Λ(ή): = A(R 2n ) transitively, and its isotropic subgroup at Λ o is given by O(n).
has a structure of a compact symmetric space whose riemannian structure comes from the Killing form of the Lie algebra of U{ή). In the present note we shall determine the cut locus and the first conjugate locus of a point of M, from which we may prove the assertion mentioned above. For compact simply connected symmetric spaces, it is known that the cut locus and the first conjugate locus of any point coincide with each other (see [2] ). Note that 7Γχ(M) = Z for our manifold M = U(n)/O(n). Finally we shall determine all closed geodesies of M and calculate their intersection number with the oriented cycle U**iΛ*(n).
Preliminaries
2.1. Let © (resp. φ) be the Lie algebra of U(n) (resp. O(n)). We put B tJ : = £" -E Jt , C o : -/=T(^ + £,«) , Λ«: = 1//2C« , where E υ denotes the n x ^-matrix whose r-th row and .s -th column are given by δ ίr δ js . Then © may be considered as a real Lie algebra with basis {#^(1 < i < / < «), Q/l < i < j < Λ), /4 4 (1 < Ϊ < n)}, and we have the vector space direct sum ® = 2K + £>, where we put 3K: = {^(1 < / < w), C^O" < /)} and φ: = {J5^(/ < /)}. Now we define an inner product Q on © by Q(X, Y): = -^ trace XY. Then {^, B^ii < /), C^(/ < /)} forms an orthonormal basis of © with respect to Q. We shall give the Lie multiplication table.
If we define an involutive automorphism s: U(ri) -> U(n) by ί " "~ .) -> Ar wnere in A) ^e notes tne rea^ ^presentation of an element of U(n), then the fixed point set of s is O(n) and ds e ,£ = id φ , d^e |aR = -/d oes hold. Since φ is simple, it contains no nonzero ideal of ©. Finally Q is a ^-invariant, ad (©-invariant positive definite bilinear form on @. We may define a riemannian structure g on U(n)/O(n) by restricting Q to 9K x 9K and then translating with E/(n). Thus (M = U(n)/O(ή),g) is a riemannian symmetric space with an oila (orthogonal involutive Lie algebra) (©, ds, Q). Note that Si: = {Ai(l < i < ή)} forms a Cartan subalgebra of the oila (©, ds, Q) (i.e., maximal abelian subalgebra in ffll), and the center of © is generated by c: 
Proposition. TFe denote by K(σ) the sectional curvature for the plane section σ. Then we have
Proof. Since M is homogeneous, we may restrict our attention to T 0 M. Let {[/, F} be an orthonormal basis for σ, and let 2Γ be a Cartan subalgebra containing £/. Then there exists an h eSO{ή) such that AdΛ(SI) = ST. We may assume σ = {Ad (h)X, Ad (A)Y}, where
Since Aάh acts on 2K as an isometry, we get by Lemma 2.2
where the equality holds if and only if X = (A p -A q )/\ί2' and Y = C pq for some p < q.
2.4. Now we shall review the notion of cut locus and conjugate locus of a point of a riemannian manifold. Let (M, g) be a compact riemannian manifold, and let Exp denote the exponential mapping. Let X be a unit tangent vector at x e M. Then t -> Exp tX is a geodesic emanating from x with the initial direction X and parametrized by the arc length. t Q X (resp. Exp t 0 X) is called a tangential conjugate point (resp. conjugate point) of x along the geodesic t -> Exp tX, if there exists a nonzero Jacobi field J(t) along t -» Exp £λT such that /(0) = /(ί 0 ) = 0. Next, t 0 X (resp. Exp t Q X) will be called a tangential cut point (resp. cut point) of JC along t -> Exp ίZ, if the geodesic segment t -> Exp /Z (0 < t < s) is a minimal geodesic for any s < t 0 , but ί -> Exp ίZ (0 < ί < 5 1 ) is not a minimal geodesic for any s > ί 0 . Then it is easy to see the following: Assume that Exp t 0 X is a cut point of x along a geodesic t -> Exp ίZ, which is not a conjugate point. Then there exists a unit vector Y e T X M, Y Φ Z, such that Exp t 0 X = Exp ί 0 Y. (Tangential) conjugate locus (resp. (tangential) cut locus) of x is defined as the set of (tangential) conjugate points (resp. (tangential) cut points) of x along all the geodesies emanating from x. Finally the interior set Int (x) of x is defined as M\cut locus of x. Let a(X) be a positive number such that a(X)X is the tangential cut point of x along t -> Exp tX. Then the exponential mapping Exp maps {tX X e T X M, g(X 9 X) = 1,0 < t < a(X)} diffeomorphically onto Int( c). Thus Int( c) is a cell for any x e M. Now for our manifold M = U(n)/O(n), note that every geodesic / -> Exp tX emanating from o with the initial direction dπ e X(X e Wl,g(X,X) = 1) may be expressed in the form t -> exp tX-o, where exp denotes the exponential mapping from the Lie algebra @ to U(n), [5] . Then we get 2.
Proposition. Tangential conjugate locus (resp. tangential cut locus) of o is a hypersurface of the revolution about the line generated by c = (A λ + + A n )/y/~n and may be obtained by rotating the tangential conjugate points (resp. tangential cut points) in 21 about the above line by the action of Aά(SO(n)).
Proof. We put S: = {C jk (l <j<k<n)}.
Since dπ oAάhX = dτ h o dπ(X) for h e SO(n) and X e 9K, Ad (SO(n)) acts on 2K as an isometry group and transfers tangential conjugate (resp. cut) points into tangential conjugate (resp. cut) points. By (2.1) we have ad Oζ>)21 -© and consequently Ad (5O(n))2ί = 9K. Moreover since c = (A λ + + A^\^Ίϊ belongs to the center of ©, Ad (SO(n)) leaves c invariant and maps the orthogonal complement of c in 2ί onto the orthogonal complement of c in SK.
Conjugate locus
In this section we shall determine the tangential conjugate locus of o. By Proposition 2.5, it suffices to consider the tangential conjugate locus along a 
Cut locus
First we shall give the following lemma. Similary it is easy to show that
Lemma. Let t 0 X be the tangential cut point of o along a geodesic t ->
But by Propositions 1.4 and 4.4, 
Corollary. Two closed geodesies t -• Exp ί Ad (h)X(m), 0<t<

